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a b s t r a c t

A novel layered stereoscopic moving-object segmentation method is proposed in this paper by exploiting
both motion information and depth information to extract moving objects for each depth layer with high
accuracy on their shape boundary. By taking a higher-order statistics on two frame-difference fields
across three adjacent frames, the computed motion information are used to conduct change detection
and generate one motion mask that consists of all the moving objects from all the depth layers involved
at each view. It would be highly desirable, and challenging, to further differentiate them according to
their residing depth layer to achieve layered segmentation. For that, multiple depth-layer masks are gen-
erated using our proposed disparity estimation method, one for each depth layer. By intersecting the
motion mask and one depth-layer mask at any given layer-of-interest, the moving objects associated
with the corresponding layer are then extracted. All the above-mentioned processes are repeatedly per-
formed along the video sequence with a sliding window of three frames at a time. For demonstration,
only the foreground and the background layers are considered in this paper, while the proposed method
is generic and can be straightforwardly extended to more layers, once the corresponding depth-layer
masks are made available. Experimental results have shown that the proposed layered moving-object
segmentation method is able to segment the foreground and background moving objects separately, with
high accuracy on their shape boundary. In addition, the required computational load is considered fairly
inexpensive, since our design methodology is to generate masks and perform intersections for extracting
the moving objects for each depth layer.

� 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Segmenting the moving objects of interest from a digital video
sequence is a challenging task and instrumental to many object-
based video processing applications that are frequently encoun-
tered in various application domains—computer vision, pattern
recognition, digital entertainment, interactive multimedia, to
name a few. For stereoscopic video, the technical challenges are
greatly compounded, since the moving objects presented in vari-
ous depth layers inevitably ‘interferes’ each other and makes the
extraction of moving objects becoming much more difficult. Fur-
thermore, it is quite likely that only the moving objects appeared
in a specific depth layer might be needed and extracted for further
rendering and manipulation. Such need could frequently arise in
interactive video and animation, for example. Therefore, it is our
generic goal to extract all the moving objects from a stereoscopic
video sequence according to their associated depth layers,

respectively; thus, it is coined as layered moving-object segmenta-
tion in this paper. To our best knowledge, such generic goal and
solution can not be found in the literature, since existing mov-
ing-object segmentation methods—be it for monocular or stereo-
scopic video sequences, only demonstrate the extraction of
‘‘foreground’’ moving objects being separated from their back-
ground, and oftentimes still background only. It is highly expected
that the segmentation performance will be greatly degraded, if the
background is not stationary but containing multiple moving ob-
jects with large sizes. In this paper, a novel layered stereoscopic
moving-object segmentation method that is able to extract moving
objects appeared in any layer of stereoscopic sequence is proposed.

The key design methodology of our approach is that we shall
only exploit minimum number of cues for conducting the pursued
layered moving object segmentation task. For that, obviously, mo-
tion information for detecting ‘moving’ objects and depth informa-
tion for differentiating which moving objects should be associated
with which depth layer are needed, while completely avoiding the
processing of those commonly-used cues, such as color, texture,
and so on, to substantially reduce computational complexity. In
our work, utilizing motion and depth information will generate
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one motion mask and multiple depth-layer masks for the current
frame, and these processing steps will be applied to individual
frames along each view, respectively. The generated motion mask
indicates where are those moving objects presented in the current
frame. It is the individually generated depth-layer mask that pro-
vides the opportunity to further extract those moving objects from
the motion mask that are considered belonging to a specific depth
layer of interest. This can be done by simply intersecting the depth-
layer mask under concern with the motion mask through a simple
logic AND operation. The proposed method is simple, effective, and
accurate—not only the moving objects have been correctly ex-
tracted for each depth layer, but also the shape boundary of each
extracted moving object is in high accuracy.

The proposed layered moving-object segmentation method has
another attractive merit—inexpensive computational load. Note
that the proposed method is model-free and thus avoids the
time-consuming model-updating process as commonly encoun-
tered in several well-known video object plane (VOP) segmentation
methods. As mentioned earlier, only the minimum number of cues
(i.e., motion and disparity) are involved, and no pre- and post-pro-
cessing steps are required so far to produce those segmentation re-
sults as reported in this paper. All these are greatly beneficial to the
reduction of computational load.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides
an overview of relevant video object segmentation methods. Sec-
tion 3 describes the proposed layered moving-object segmentation
method for stereoscopic video sequence in detail, including how to
generate motion masks and depth-layer masks, as well as a new
disparity estimation that contributes the generation of multiple
depth-layer masks. Section 4 presents some experimental results
to demonstrate the efficiency and efficacy of the proposed method.
The extracted video objects from the foreground layer and from the
background layer, respectively, are served as performance evalua-
tion results. Conclusion is drawn in Section 5.

2. Overview of moving-object segmentation

Conventional video object segmentation algorithms can be clas-
sified into three categories: (1) region-based spatial segmentation
method [1,2], (2) motion-based temporal segmentation method
[3,4], and (3) spatio-temporal segmentation method [7,8]. The com-
mon objective shared by these methods is to generate VOPs.

In the first category, Patras et al. [1] exploited watershed seg-
mentation approach to generate a number of initial segments that
were further labeled according to the computed motion informa-
tion. The label field is then modeled as a Markov random field
(MRF) for further conducting video-segmentation optimization
through their proposed iterative motion estimation-labeling algo-
rithm. Tsaig et al. [2] proposed a region labeling approach for auto-
matically segmenting the foreground and background moving
objects through extracted video object planes (VOPs). The segmen-
tation problem is first formulated as graph labeling over a region
adjacency graph (RAG), based on motion information. Like Patras
et al. [1], the label field is also modeled as an MRF. However, both
approaches tend to yield over-segmentation, which makes region
classification more difficult and incurs higher computational load.

For the motion-based temporal segmentation approach, Meier
and Ngan [3] presented a video sequence segmentation algorithm
by utilizing a Hausdorff object tracker that matches a two-dimen-
sional (2-D) binary model of the object against subsequent frames
based on the Hausdorff distance. In this approach, an initial model
is derived first, followed by iterative updating process. A morpho-
logical motion filter is then exploited for refining the generated
moving-object masks, while removing those edges that, in fact, be-
long to the stationary background. However, the computational

load yielded by this approach is fairly high, besides it may suffer
from error propagation and accumulation issue due to its sequen-
tial frame-by-frame processing nature [5].

Chien et al. [4] proposed a fast and real-time (subjected to
optimized parallel processing implementation) moving object
segmentation method by developing a background registration
technique. First, a reliable background image is constructed based
on the accumulated frame difference information. The moving
foreground is then separated from the background region by com-
paring the current frame with the constructed background image.
A morphological gradient filter is applied to the input frames as a
pre-processing step for reducing shadow effects once incurred in
the background of the scene, while a post-processing step can be
applied to the obtained moving-object mask for removing noise
regions and smoothing shape boundary further. However, if the
object possesses still parts and sparse texture, or if the color of ob-
ject is similar to that of background, the segmentation result will
be significantly degraded.

For the last category of approach on spatio-temporal segmenta-
tion, Criminisi et al. [7] proposed a bi-layer segmentation algo-
rithm by fusing motion, color, and contrast cues together with
spatial and temporal priors through a probabilistic approach. A
conditional random field (CRF) is formed, and its parameters are
determined by training the CRF model. The segmentation is per-
formed by applying the binary min-cut operation with the use of
prior knowledge provided from a second-order temporal hidden
Markov chain. However, its segmentation performance will be de-
graded when the background contains large moving objects. Yin
et al. [8] developed a bi-layer segmentation algorithm by incorpo-
rating more cues—fusing depth, color, texture, and motion infor-
mation. The segmentation is also using the binary min-cut
operation. Since all the CRF-based algorithms exploit the trained
object detectors to extract shape or motion features, its perfor-
mance strongly depends on the training process.

Note that all the above-mentioned methods were proposed for
monocular video segmentation. For stereoscopic video segmenta-
tion, the depth (or disparity) information can be further utilized
and incorporated with spatial and temporal information for seg-
menting moving objects for each depth layer. For that, Kolmogo-
rov et al. [6–8] have shown that the foreground layer can be
efficiently (near real-time) extracted from a binocular stereo vi-
deo sequence by fusing depth and color/contrast cues; however,
ambiguities encountered in stereo matching might yield un-
wanted artifacts. Wu et al. [9] proposed another bi-layer segmen-
tation for stereo video sequences by utilizing color and texture
information for obtaining initial spatial regions, followed by fur-
ther utilizing optical-flow-based motion vectors to detect moving
regions. The depth information and a spatial–temporal coherence
check are further used to refine the previously obtained fore-
ground and background regions. However, only the extraction of
foreground object is discussed and demonstrated in [9]. The com-
putational load is expected quite high as multiple cues and
refinement processes are required. Also, the accuracy of shape
boundary is quite poor.

A bi-layer segmentation method using motion and depth cues
to detect and extract the moving object from a video sequence ta-
ken by a moving camera was proposed in [10]. The shortcoming of
this method is that it is an offline approach and impossible to be
used for conducting real-time video object segmentation. Since
the background images of video frames are highly correlated
among each other while the camera is a still one, they can be
approximately represented by a low-ranked matrix. Furthermore,
since the background images tend to be stationary, moving objects
can be detected as outliers through this low-rank representation.
For that, a segmentation method called moving object detection that
is able to detect contiguous outliers in the low-rank representation
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